[26/08/2016 21:52:09] Fraser : This was the boy https://www.linkedin.com/in/christianchmiel

[07:50:46] Matt E: Hi. Any idea why FV is suddenly tweeting about Marcellana and stockl's email which is a large chunk of next note?

[08:01:46] Matt E: It is clearly not JF as time and time again he ignores requests to confirm his identity. Plus he never knew my user ID, plus he now seems to have knowledge of our documents.

So either you tell me now who it actually is or I drop all this and go it alone as I can't stand being taken for a mug.

[08:42:30] Fraser : No mug being taken on the other one

[08:48:51] Fraser : Can we keep all communications to Twitter please. As discussed, we are of concern that something does not stack up and that is your identity which we have taken on good faith. Many thanks, Z

[08:49:21] Fraser : Give me 5 mins I'll send tine stamps

[08:49:52] Fraser : Time

[08:52:05] Fraser : But I'm not mug I'm not dealing or conversing with someone that won't send an email sane as FE. Everyone wants info on this stock and they aren't prepared to pay

[08:52:51] Fraser : Same as FE

[08:52:53] Matt E: Since when have you had control of that twitter?
Yesterday at 14:16

Matt E: I really don't believe any of this. There's no way he's going to give you his Twitter and if so why would you tweet about contents of forthcoming note?

So yesterday after I spoke to you, I went to the pub, got tipsy and tweeted. It's not contents at all...

Actually Matt, your right. What your saying is you don't trust me by not believing. That's fine

I have no need to actually have the twitter account he gave it. I logged in from the phone

Because I wanted to see

Yeah some stupid tweets

But the rest us factual. Why he gave it because he's perhaps being hurt in his position and we won't tell anyone shit

Then again I don't speak about it to anyone and yet I'm being considered untrustworthy.

None of it makes any sense. You made no mention of any of this. I don't understand why he is evasive but hands over Twitter. Why he knows my user having never been told it.

Yes, I'm sorry for messaging someone who clearly won't identify themselves. Likewise I can’t explain, as V confirmed
yesterday they know our handles because of some stupid email I put in cc instead of bcc in April

[09:03:13] Fraser .: And I've sent you the email confirming it

[09:03:19] Fraser .: From my account

[09:03:36] Fraser .: Confirmed by John hempton etc...

[09:04:39] Matt E: Those tweets were sent whilst you were on the phone to me

[09:05:07] Fraser .: By apparently because John Hempton, and everyone knows Eff and em and contact its me being deceitful. A lot of things don't stack up with Wirecard but one thing for sure everything is what I have said.

[09:05:22] Fraser .: No they weren't they were at least 30 mins later

[09:05:33] Fraser .: 45 in fact


[09:11:45] Fraser .: I don't know how to view the tweets on this phone give me a min it's a crap put thing

[09:15:14] Fraser .: But simply I'm not a mug and not going to deal with people that aren't sincere. Likewise you are right, a number of times I've been accused of not being honest about what is there. I am actually fed up
of being called dishonest. I have done absolutely nothing to the detriment of this brand in fact gone out of my way to haul in as much info as possible like you

[09:16:55] Fraser .: But go it alone, do as you wish. I'm not happy with it but I'm not going to sit round and be accused of everything. I'd slogge away was shattered yesterday I'd had two drinks prior to your call I had one on at the pub and I'm now pathetically justifying why I was tipsy on 3 drinks

[09:20:21] Fraser .: So I'll sort the rest out and put the final info I have in offline use whatever you want I'll have no position as to be quite frank I'm fed up of things not stacking up and ne being to blame. Yes I thought I'd be dodgy and underhand it's why I've used all the lawyers available to me even to keep our website online.

[09:24:08] Fraser .: Ans that's everything bar the accounts which I'll forward in email when/if they come in

[09:25:41] Fraser .: I shall courier the phone down to you in town today to make sure its returned safely

[09:29:00] Matt E: I don't understand why you didn't mention you had control of Twitter account, then, how within 11 mins you get to a pub, drink, come up with several tweets and tweet. Not to mention start dropping hints in those tweets as to the content of a note we have spent weeks and weeks working on and risking the heads up on it.

[09:31:18] Fraser .: I totally forgot, you sounded you'd had a good day. I was a light high of a decent day with the potential of V and also finishing up TFS and Syrah. I made a stupid error but I'm not a liar, never have been. I made a mistake. Sorry for that, that's my fault, I should have discussed but there was no malicious or detrimental intent.